
2022 Its a 6 year! The Lovers
Recap of prior [GLOBAL] years energy:

● 2020- 4 - The Emperor:  supreme power leadership era boxed in
● 2021 -5- The Hierophant: new leadership figure,  same issues people looking for hope-

call for awakening/faith with - pandemic still erratic energy,
● 2022- 6 - The Lovers: pandemic vulnerability, desire for man/woman curing long term

loneliness/wishes, 6 is family close social groups - will that return this year? Finding
balance amongst people again, love for yourself and who you become, faith is still strong
from Hierophant to Angelic/Sun of Lovers (Astrology One year transit of Jupiter &
Neptune in Pisces

○ Neptune is the psychic planet of ideals, intuition, spirituality and compassion, the
domain of dreams and delusion

○ A great time to do work with multidimensional spirits, guides, ancestors
○ Heart Opening time aligned with lovers - leading with love - watch out for

martyrdom

Note: To calculate your personal tarot card, add the numbers of the date and month of your birth
to the year.
For example, I'm a Christmas baby(12/25) , so I'd add 2+5+1+2+2+0+2+2 = *16. My card for the
year is the 16th card of the Major Arcana, The Tower.

*In traditional numerology this could be reduced to 7, but because we are working within the
framework of the 22 tarot cards - it stays as 16.

Energy of 6:
● In Numerology –  Six is symbolic of balance(3+3), security, pleasure, entertaining,

socializing, dining, celebrating, respect, promotion, wellbeing, achievements, victory,
planning, travel, and friendships.  Six stimulates good energy, high energy!  Success!

● It is also believed that number 6 defines perfection and completion because the world
was also created in six days

● 6 opposite polarity of the 9 following the paths of- 3’s (family) 6(social groups) 9
(humanity at large)

● 6 in Numerology shines in partnerships of all kinds but especially emotional ones.
empathy makes others comfortable letting down their guard and being open and honest
about their feelings which, in turn, allows it to understand and provide the help that's
needed

● In an effort to please others and keep the peace, the number 6 may allow itself to get
taken advantage of often.



The Lovers Card
● Key Themes: RELATIONSHIP, SEXUALITY, PERSONAL BELIEFS, VALUES & CHOICE
● Astrology relates Gemini twins (social, ppl thinking mind, the need for LOGIC - in love in

choices; supports communication, sharing of details
● Be guided and listen to divine voice
● Same couple reappears on The Devil card

○ Nudity represents the raw realness of bond or what we attach to - devil is the
shadow side of the Lovers

● Karmic card angelic garden of Eden vibes (think apple choice story)
● Always look at surrounding cards for depth of ‘romantic vibes”
● Symbolism

○ Snake climbing the tree
○ Tree- burning bush – a tree of little flames
○ The sun - masculine energy trying to shine through the clouds



6 Minor Arcana Cards - You and your people

6 of wands
● Celebration, looking good you are the star of the show (birthday party vibes)
● Victory, like being on the way to throwing a book party for writing a best seller (you did

the work/passion)
● Looking good, EGO driven feels (its allowed- shine on)
● Symbology - rider is wearing laurels “Resting on your laurels” more themes of you

worked hard enjoy it
● Good for teamwork, leadership health management/boss- people will support you



6 of cups
● pure nostalgia family/home vibes
● real estate/inheritance/gifts
● little comforts that make you feel relax safe with good company
● Inner child work or finding inner child joy
● Watch out for peter pan syndrome (rejecting being an adult) - too much play
● Symbolism - cups with flower = BLOOM, the people are depicted Dwarf like (children

access to fantasy)
● Coming after the Five of Cups, this card can also suggest that you may have suffered a

loss or disappointment of sorts, and you are making the journey home.
● You may be seeking the comfort and warmth of people that unconditionally love you,

gathering strength to face the trials that are in front of you.



6 of swords
● moving on (with company)
● down but not out (low level sadness and grief) unlike 5 of cups, 9 of swords
● Meditation on lessons learned
● Metaphorical trip (mind), connecting worlds
● “Mind like water” getting into zen, flow state
● Symbology - still waters vs turbulent/current (they are moving between both) but most of

the water shown is still
● Almost like the 5 of cups - all is not bad because they are well clothed and potentially

wealthy enough to afford a ferry
● Guidance counselor energy- not codependent but watch the fine line of how you take

care of others, don’t let me it be a mental toll



6 of pentacles
● Balance shows up under the body/resources- emphasized by the scales
● Give and Take - abundance in a good way - its okay to work and have alot of money

show up
● Love the psychology of this card with the 3 characters motives and desires -

giver,beggar, receiver - charity vs welfare
○ Are you being overly greedy?
○ Where are you not giving back?
○ Blocking your own blessings?
○ Lessons on sharing, abundance, poverty/rich mindset,

● Play on the card artistry why aren’t the coins depicted balanced (e.g 3 rows of 2)
● Symbology - blue coat wearer lotto ticket?
● Audit your financial affairs, watch out for splurging, overdrafts, accounts out of alignment
● Scales = Libra could denote legal issues forthcoming


